
Relevant alternatives: a Gricean perspective

A speaker who says The soup is warm usually conveys that the soup is not scalding. This
upper-bounded construal of the scalar term warm is traditionally explained as a conver-
sational implicature. The maxim of Quantity enjoins the speaker to be as informative as
possible. The alternative The soup is scalding is strictly more informative than the actual
utterance. Why did the speaker not use this more informative statement? Presumably,
she does not believe that the soup is scalding. Many authors have noted that this basic
recipe for deriving quantity implicatures runs into two complications:

1. Some alternative utterances are never taken into consideration. In the example
at hand, The soup is warm but not scalding is strictly more informative than the
actual utterance. So the hearer might conclude that the speaker does not believe
that the soup is warm but not scalding. Together with the content of the actual
utterance, this wrongly entails that the soup is in fact scalding. This problem is
known as the symmetry problem (e.g., Kroch [8], Block [1]).

2. Some alternative utterances are only taken into consideration when they are made
contextually salient. The alternative The soup is a little bit more than warm is
strictly more informative than the actual utterance. Nonetheless, the actual utter-
ance normally does not convey that the soup is not a little bit more than warm.
However, when the alternative is explicitly mentioned – as in the utterance The
soup was warm yesterday and it is a little bit more than warm today – this upper-
bounded construal does occur (e.g., Matsumoto [9]). I refer to this problem as the
granularity problem.

Katzir [6] has proposed a uniform solution to these two problems in terms of syntactic
complexity. Roughly, an utterance ψ is an alternative to ϕ only if ϕ is syntactically at
least as complex as ψ. On this account, The soup is warm but not scalding is not a proper
alternative to The soup is warm. However, as noted by Swanson [10], syntactic complex-
ity is an empirically inadequate criterion. On Katzir’s account, the utterance The heater
squeaks intermittently is a proper alternative to The heater squeaks sometimes. How-
ever, negating that alternative leads to the unwanted conclusion that the heater always
squeaks. Along with these empirical troubles, it seems intuitively unlikely that there is a
single solution to both problems. After all, the symmetry problem concerns unattested
alternatives while the granularity problem involves infrequent alternatives. Therefore, I
deal with the two problems seperately – taking care of the empirical inadequacies noted
by Swanson.

To solve the symmetry problem, I use the notion of a conceptual space, as proposed
by Gärdenfors [3]. A conceptual space consists of a set of prelinguistic dimensions like
color, time, and quantity. These dimensions all have a topological or metrical structure.
The extension of a predicate is a region in one or more dimensions. The conceptual
space serves to enrich a purely truth-conditional semantics. In particular, Gärdenfors
employed this spatial structure to deal with Goodman’s new riddle of induction [4]. Why
does the observation of a large quantity of green emeralds support the conclusion that
emeralds are green but not that they are grue – that is, green until the year 2100 and
blue afterwards? On a truth-conditional approach, both properties are simply functions
from worlds to sets of entities. However, the corresponding regions in the conceptual
space are qualitatively distinct. Grue but not green is a nonconvex region. Gärdenfors
suggests that natural properties are always convex regions.
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In the same vein, I propose that an utterance ψ is an alternative to ϕ only if ϕ is
topologically at least as complex as ψ. More precisely, ψ is an alternative to ϕ only
if its extension (i) works on the same dimensions as ϕ, and (ii) places restrictions of
structurally the same kind on these dimensions. These constraints are corollaries of the
maxim of Relevance. The demand for informativeness is bound by the constraint that
the information is relevant (cf. the interaction between Horn’s Q and R principle). The
topological complexity of the actual utterance is a benchmark for relevance. Alternative
utterances that are more complex thus do not meet the demand for relevance.

The extension of The soup is warm operates on the temperature scale. In particular,
it places a restriction on the lower bound of this scale. Why is the more informative
utterance The soup is warm and crocodiles are purple not involved in Gricean reasoning?
Because the extension of this utterance operates on the color dimension as well. What
about the alternative The soup is warm but not hot. Unlike the actual utterance, the
extension of this utterance places restrictions on both the lower and upper bound of the
temperature scale. It is topologically more complex than the actual utterance and thus
ruled out as a legitimate alternative. This topological approach solves the symmetry
problem – including the counterexamples against Katzir put forward by Swanson. That
is, even if there were a monomorphemic equivalent to warm but not hot, the utterance
The soup is warm but not hot would still be ruled out as a proper alternative.

The granularity problem essentially has two sides. First, why does The soup is warm
normally not implicate that it is not a little bit more than warm? Second, why does
this implicature occur when the alternative is explicitly mentioned? I propose that scalar
terms evoke what Krifka [7] calls an expression-choice space. This is a set of expressions
that denote points in the topology of the scalar term’s natural dimension. Krifka intro-
duces a constraint that by default enjoins the speaker to use expression-choice spaces with
relatively short expressions. This constraint is founded on the maxim of Manner. Here,
a metric as outlined by Katzir provides an accurate gauge of complexity. Clearly, the
expression-choice space {warm, a little bit more than warm, hot} involves an expression
that is much more complex – in terms of the number of phonemes, syllables, morphemes,
or what have you – than the scalar term in the actual utterance. For that reason, there is
a preference for using the expression-choice space {warm, hot} instead. However, if the
speaker explicitly mentions the more complex expression, she commits herself to using
the more fine-grained expression-choice space. This approach is comparable to so-called
Horn scales. However, it differs in that expression-choice spaces (i) are not built into the
lexicon, (ii) are sensitive to contextual factors, and (iii) are also involved in processes that
do not involve scalar term – as per Krifka’s original idea (cf. Cummins et al. [2]).
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